Dear Prescription drugs,
I took you from my family
In a medicine cabinet spree
I should let the doctor play matchmaker
We were never meant to be

89% of Missouri college students indicated their families would disapprove of them using prescription drug medications without a doctor’s prescription

(MCHRS 2013, n=9599, includes responses of “disapprove” and “strongly disapprove”)

...BREAKING UP IS GOOD.
LEARN MORE @ RX.MISSOURI.EDU
Dear Prescription drugs,

I got you from a friend who introduced us for free

I should let the doctor play matchmaker

We were never meant to be

96% of Missouri college students indicated they believe a person risks harming themselves, physically or otherwise, when they misuse prescription drugs

(MCHBS 2013, n=9599, includes responses of ‘yes, a little risk’, ‘yes, a moderate risk’, and ‘yes, very risky’)

...BREAKING UP IS GOOD.

LEARN MORE @ RX.MISSOURI.EDU

Information from www.mayoclinic.org
Dear Prescription drugs,
My grades were low
I thought you were the key
But my friends were right
We were never meant to be

77% of Missouri college students indicated their friends would disapprove of them using prescription drug medications without a doctor’s prescription
(MCHBS 2013, n=9599, includes responses of ‘disapprove’ and ‘strongly disapprove’)

SOMETIMES...

...BREAKING UP IS GOOD.

LEARN MORE @ RX.MISSOURI.EDU
Dear Prescription drugs,
Roses are red
Violets are blue
We were never meant to be together
I'm breaking up with you

85% of Missouri college students indicated they did not use prescription drugs without a prescription in the last year (MCHBS 2013, n=9599, includes responses to a comprehensive list of stimulants, pain medications, sedatives, and sleeping medications)

...BREAKING UP IS GOOD.
LEARN MORE @ RX.MISSOURI.EDU